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About This Guide
The purpose of this guide is to explain the working of the Easy Manage Helpdesk Program.
Other Easy Manage Manuals are:
●
●
●
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1. Easy Manage Helpdesk
1.2 General
The Easy Manage Helpdesk consists of two programs and is integrated in the Easy Manage Tool. The Self Service Helpdesk could be used
by the end-user to register and track a call. The integrated Helpdesk module in the Easy Manage Tool is for the IT department to register
and manage calls.

1.2.1 Conventions
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●

All list screens have default New, Open, Delete, Filter, Copy and Sort functions.
Double click on a row in a list screen activates the same function as Open.
If you want to change some values of a record, then you have to open the object with the Edit button
The button New will create a new object and Delete will delete an object of the database.
An Add will create a relation and a Remove will remove a relation to another object in the database.
You can only delete a component, if it does not have a relation with another component.
Each object can be opened in a Dossier screen with the Open button. This means that you can manage the object in a separate
window, with Property tabs, Add/Remove tabs (to link other objects) and Related tabs to show the related objects. You can open
as many Dossier screens as you want. When you create a new object, it will first start the object in Edit mode. When you close
this mode, it will automatically open a Dossier screen, where you can manage the Add/Remove tabs.
Each object can be marked as inactive. This means that if it was selected before, it will remain, but it is not possible to select it
in the dropdown boxes or Lookup screen (Used by Add/Remove screens).
You can execute all functions within the tree with a right mouse click
You can use the speed search in a tree
Each row on a list screen can be selected for sorting by selecting the column. To select more columns use the CTRL key together
with the mouse.
Use the wildcard character % before and after the search string when you want to search for an occurrence of the string with the
filter function. The filter function searches by default with a wildcard at the end of the search string.
The filter uses the internal string format yyyymmddhhnnss for searching in date fields. If you want to filter on a specific month
use for e.g 201005% which will list all records in May 2010.

The folder icons in the tree use a color to identify the role of the object. Red means it is a main object and you can create a new one or
delete an existing one (if possible). Orange means that it is an Add/Remove object, which is a link to the main object. Blue means that it
is a relation to the main object.
In the Easy Manage screen shots, you will find gray, white, blue and yellow fields to store information. The gray field contains read-only
information, the white fields contain optional information, the blue fields contain important information and the yellow fields require
mandatory input when adding or modifying a component.
Generally there are four types of information:
Mandatory

(type M)

Yellow

Recommended

(type R)

Blue

Optional

(type O)

White

Information

(Type I)

Gray

1.2.2 Plug-ins
Plug-ins are user-defined commands that will be executed with the parameters from the Configuration Database or own parameters. You
may use %AdminDir% or %ProgramDir% as relative path for the command. Common, User, Group and Application Substitutions could
be used as parameter. The parameter to substitute, should be embedded between ‘{‘ and ‘}’. E.g. {UserName$}. If a variable not could
be evaluated, the program will ask for it. For own parameters you can use a label with the question to answer like {My Label: Answer1
$}.
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2. Self Service Helpdesk
The Easy Manage Self Service Helpdesk gives the end-user the possibility to register and track his own calls. The helpdesk will not be
disturbed by phone calls of end-users, but it could use their time to solve the calls.
To enable the Self service Helpdesk for your organization create a icon on the desktop of the user with the following URL:
http://<EasyManage Web Server>[:<Portnumber>]/ezmanage/sshd.html
This will start the web enabled Self Service Helpdesk application.

Enter the username and password defined in the Easy Manage Configuration Management DataBase and click Login.
When the user logs in for the first time and he has no password, then the program will ask to set a password. The program will not
continue until a password is set.
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2.1 Main Menu
The Main Menu of the Self Service Helpdesk gives the user the possibility to select the task to do.

2.1.1 Register a Call
The user can register a call for the Helpdesk. The user has to fill in the summary and can enter additional information and/or attach files
to the call.

Field

Description

Summary

Enter a short summary of the call

Details

Enter the details of the call

After filling the fields, click the Send Call button. This will save the call for the helpdesk and will start the Manage your Call function.
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2.1.2 Manage Calls
Manage and track your own calls. It will give you a list of all your Open and Closed calls. When the helpdesk employee has accepted your
call, he will work on the call by giving solution(s) for it to solve. You will see a signal (Updated), when the helpdesk employee has
changed the contents of a call (There was some activity). The helpdesk employee can also asks for more information via messages.

Select a call and click on it. This will start the Manage your Call function.
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2.1.2.1 Manage your Call
Show the progress of a call, send a message to the helpdesk, adding attachments and try the given solution(s).

Fields

Description

Call ID

Shows the unique call number, which could be used as reference.

Call Type

Shows the type of the call.

Status

Shows the main status of the call.

Sub Status

Shows the sub status of the call.

Service

Shows the service of the call.

Category

Shows the category of the call.

Date Created

Shows the time stamp when the call was created.

Date Modified

Shows the time stamp when the call was modified.

Planned Release

Shows the planned release in case the call is a change.

Planned End Date

Shows the planned end date in case the call is a change.

Problem Summary

Shows the short problem description of the call.

Problem Details

Shows the detailed problem description of the call.

Solution Summary

Shows the short solution description of the call

Solution Details

Shows the detailed solution description of the call.

Tab

Description

Messages

List all messages sent by the helpdesk or by you. Click the Send new message button to send a new
message to the helpdesk. This will start the Send new message function.

Attachments

List all attached files or attach new files. Select the attachment to view its contents or click the button Add
new attachment to add a new file to the call. This will start the Upload Attachment function.

Solutions

List all possible solutions to solve the call. Select the solution, which will start the Show the Known
Solution function.
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2.1.2.2 Send new message
Create messages and send it to the helpdesk.

Field

Description

Details

Enter the details of the message you want to send to the helpdesk and click the Send Message button.
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2.1.2.3 Upload Attachment
Upload a file as attachment to the call. Use the Browse button to select the file to attach and click the Save button.

Field

Description

File

Use the browse button to select a file.

File Details

Enter the details of the attached file.

Use the Solution
Select from a list of the solutions, that the helpdesk has suggested solving the call. If the Solution solves the call, then the status of the
call will become “Solved”.
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Select Yes, if the solution solves your call
Select No, if the solution did not solve your call.
Select I don’t know, if the solution did not solve your call and the status of the solution should become suggested.
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2.1.3 Known Solutions
Search for a known solution in the Database

Use the simple search function to search for a keyword or use the tree.
If you want to use the simple search, then enter your keyword (s) and click the search button.
A list of found solutions will be shown. You can click on the results to start the Show the Known Solution function.
If you want to use the tree, then click on the tree to find the solution of the problem.
The first level displays the services. The second level displays the categories and the third level displays the known solutions.
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2.1.4 Show the Known Solution
Show the known solution in detail.
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3. Easy Manage Helpdesk Program
You need a license to use the Helpdesk Modules. Start the application with your browser by typing http://<Easy Manage web server>[:
connection port]/ezmanage in the address field. It wills first look if the Java Runtime Environment was installed and if not then you have
to download and install it.
Then the .jar file is downloaded from the Easy Manage web server and asks you to certify the application. Click always, if you don’t
want this question each time you start the application.

Enter your username and password and click the Login button.
If you login for the first time, enter ezm as username and ezm as password.
If there are news items, then you can click on the items in the News screen to open the news items screen.
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4. Helpdesk Menu
With the Helpdesk Menu, you can maintain all calls. The calls are categorized by the main status and then by the call type.
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4.1 Calls
Calls will be used to control all Service Requests, Incidents, Changes, Problems and Projects in the Helpdesk process.
●
●
●

●

●

A Service Request is a request from the user to solve a problem of the user.
An Incident is an interruption or disruption of the quality of a service what you have promised to your users.
A Change results in a modification in the CMDB. A Change should be planned to avoid the disruption of the quality of the
promised services.
A Problem is a situation, which was derived from a number of incidents with equal root causes, or of a very important incident.
The cause of a problem is unknown. When a solution for the problem is found, then it is a Known Error. A Known Error could be
used to create a Change to remove the Known Error.
A Project is one big change or a seri of changes.

The relation
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4.1.1 List the Calls
List all calls registered within Easy Manage.
●
●

Only those calls will be listed of the Selected Unit of the Request by user.
The tree has an entry for each type and main status, so you can see in a quick way how many Open, Solved and Closed Calls
there are waiting.
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4.1.2 Maintain Call
Create a new, show and maintain a call.
●
●
●

An assignment could only be added when the service and category are filled in.
A call can only be closed when all assignments are finished and a solution was filled in.
You can pass the "Wait for User Confirmation" and "Ready to be Closed", if you have enabled this option in the Setup - Settings 'Close call' screen when solved.

Easy Manage has the following default states for the status and sub status
Action

New Status New Sub Status

A call is created

Open

Waiting for Classification

A service and category are filled in

Open

Waiting for Solutions or Assignments

An assignment is added

Open

Waiting for Acceptance

All assignments are accepted

Open

Pending Assignments

A solution is added and no assignments are active and the solution
block is not yet filled

Open

Pending Solutions

The last assignment is marked as done and the solution block is not
yet filled

Open

Waiting for Solution

The solution block is filled and there are no assignments pending

Solved

Wait for User Confirmation

The solution block was filled and no assignments are pending and the
user has confirmed the solution

Solved

Ready to be Closed

The call could not be addressed to the helpdesk

Closed

Invalid

The request in the call will not be implemented

Closed

Rejected

The solution is filled and assignees where involved

Closed

Solved by Assignee

No assignees where involved and the call was solved

Closed

Solved by Helpdesk

No assignees where involved and the call was solved within10
minutes

Closed

Solved At First Contact

The solution was used by the SSHD

Closed

Solved by SSHD
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Process Flow
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Field/Button

Description

Call

Shows the unique Call id. This Id is created when the call is created.

Call Type

Select the type of the call. This could be Service Request, Incident, Problem, Change or Problem. This
type could not be changed, when the call is classified.

Source

Select the source of this call. This could not be changed, when the call was saved.

Request by

Select the requester of this call.

Site

Select a different Site then the default of the Request by user.

Request for

Select the user of this call, if it is different from the Request By user. This will become the Request by
user by default.

External Reference

Enter the reference id of an other helpdesk. This field will also be used by the IMI. When the IMI is used,
then the format is IMI:<CallId>.<AssignmentId>.

Problem Summary

Enter a short description of this call.

Problem Details

Enter the detailed information of this call.

Tracker Expertise

Select the tracker expertise for this call. The call will be shown in the tree Our Calls.

Tracker

Select the tracker from the selected expertise, who will be reponsible for the call. The call will be shown
in the tree My Calls.

Status

Shows the status of the call. The status could be: Open, Solved or Closed.

Sub Status

Shows the sub status of the call. The sub status depends on the selected status and could be changed by
the button Change Status

Hold

Shows the hold status and could be changed by the button Change Status

Reason

Shows the Reason of the hold and could be changed by the button Change Status
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Configuration Class

Select the configuration class.

Configuration

Select the configuration according to the configuration class. You can select the configuration used by
the Request For user or all.

Component Type

Select the component type. This is the component within a configuration, when a configuration was
selected.

Component

Select the component with the component type. Only components of the selected configuration will be
shown if it is filled, otherwise all defined components are selectable.

Service

Select the Service for this call. This will be used to filter the categories.

Category

Select the category for this call. Only categories that are related to the service and the call type could be
selected. When the call is saved, then assignments will be generated from tasks assigned to the category
or solutions will be generated from the known solutions assigned to the category. When property labels
were defined with the category, then the properties tab will show those questions and could require
answers (when they are mandatory).

Urgency

The default urgency will be retrieved from the selected category. Select the urgency of the call if you
want to change the default. The priority will be set according the matrix for the priority.

Impact

The default impact will be retrtieved from the selected category. Select the impact of the call, if you want
to change the default. The priority will be set according the matrix for the priority.

Priority

The priority will be calculated according the following matrix:
Impact

Big

Medium

Small

High

1 Very High

2 High

3 Normal

Medium

2 High

3 Normal

4 Low

Low

3 Normal

4 Low

5 Very Low

Very Low

4 Low

5 Very
Low

5 Very Low

Urgency

The Priority will be decreased by 1 if the Requst By user is a VIP or the selected Configuration is critial.
Deadline

The deadline will be calculated when a SLA was linked to the category. The deadline will be calculated
according the priority and the values in the SLA. It will respect the opening hours of the service window
for the notification moments. When the priority is changed, then the deadline will be recalculated.

Manual

Enable this field to overrule the calculated value of the deadline. It will calculate the notification
moments according the values of the SLA without respect of the Service Window of the service. You
can change the deadline to any value in the feature as you like.

Main Call

Select the Main Call of this call in case this call has the same root cause of a previous call. This call will
then be closed automatically, when the main call is closed.

Root Cause

Select the Root cause (depends on the type of this call) to categorize the solution.

Solution Summary

Enter the solution of the call. This field will be overwritten by the Summary of the solution, when the
solution was accepted. (See Tab Solutions). This field should be filled to close a call.

User Confirmed

Enable this field, if the user has confirmed the solution. This field is only visible, when the solution was
filled.

Solution Details

Enter the solution details of the call. This field will be overwritten by the Summary details of the solution,
when the solution was accepted. (See Tab Solutions).

Button Change Status

The button shows a menu with actions that could be done. When an action is selected, then a popup
screen with the specific data to be edited will be shown. The status of the call and the actions on the
menu will be changed after the screen was saved.
Classify: Edit the Classification block and the status will be changed to “Wait for Solutions or
Assignments”.
Reject: Edit the Solution block and close the call with sub status “Rejected”. The call must be classified
before.
Invalid: Edit the Solution block and close the call with sub status “Invalid”.
Solution: Edit the Solution block. The call must be classified before.
Remove Solution: The solution block will be cleared and the sub status will be changed to “Wait for
User Confirmation”.
User Confirmed: Edit the Solution block and change the status to “Ready To be Closed”
Close: Edit the Solution block (to correct the solution) and close the call with sub status “Satisfied”.
On Hold: Edit the Hold and Reason fields.

Button Send Email

Starts the function to add a journal to the progress of the call and sends an email to the recipients
according a journal notification template. See the Add Journal/Send Message function.

Button Add Journal

Starts the function to add a journal to the progress of the call. See the Add Journal/Send Message
function..

Tab

Description

Solutions

List, create, show and modify solutions to the call. See the Add/Modify Solutions function.

Planning

Show and modify a planning data to the call. See the Show/Modify Planning function.
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Progress

List all journals added as progress to the call. See the Show Progress function.

Attachments

List, add, view and remove attachments to the call. See the Add/Modify Attachment function.

Assignments

List, show and add assignments to the call. See the Add/Modify Assignments function.

Properties

Show and modify the properties of the call. See the Show/Modify properties function.

Related Calls

List, add and remove related calls.

History

List of all changes that where made in the main status and sub status of the call.
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4.1.3 Show/Modify Properties
Show and modify the properties of the call. This tab is only visible, when the properties where filled in the selected category.

Field

Description

Question 1..10

Shows the question defined with the category.

Answer 1..10

Enter the answer of the question. The answer could be defined as mandatory.
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4.1.4 Show/Modify Planning
Show and modify the planning dates of the call.
●

The user could see this planning with the Self Service Helpdesk.

Field

Description

Planned Version

Enter the planned version for this change.

Planned Start Date

Select the planned start date for this call.

Planned End Date

Select the planned end date for this call. If a deadline is filled, then this date must be equal or before the
deadline. When the deadline is changed automatically or manual, then this date will be resetted.

Actual Start Date

Shows the time stamp when the first assigment was accepted or when a solution was added.

Actual End Date

Shows the time stamp when the last assignment was finished.

Total time spent

Shows the total time of all spent times of all assignments.

Creation Date

Shows the time stamp when the call is registered.

Date Resolved

Shows the time stamp when the call is solved.

Estimated Duration

Shows the total time of all estimated duration times of all assignments.

Closed by

Shows the assignee that closes the call.

Date Closed

Shows the time stamp when the call was closed.
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4.1.5 Add/Modify Solutions
Show the defined solutions of the call, add a new and activate a solution.
●
●

●

The call must have a category before you can add solutions.
When a category was selected in the call, then all linked known solutions will be copied to the call. The function is only possible,
when the Call Type is “Incident” or “Service Request”.
The solution will be copied to the solution of the call, when the solution solves the problem in the call.

Field

Description

Call

Shows the call number and the problem summary of the call.

Problem Summary

Shows the problem summary of the call.

Problem Details

Shows the problem details of the call.

Known Solution

Select a known solution or leave this field blank to create an ad hoc solution.

Solution Summary

Enter the solution summary. This field is read-only, when you have selected a known solution.

Solution Details

Enter the solution details. This field is read-only, when you have selected a known solution.

Status

Select the status of the solution. If you select the status solved, then the solution summary and details will
be copied to the solution summary and details of the call and the status of the call will become “Solved,
Ready to be Closed”. The status can also be changed by the Solved and Failed buttons.

Tab

Description

Attachments

List, add, view and remove an attachment to the solution. See the Add/Modify Attachment function.
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4.1.6 Add/Modify Assignments
Route the call to one or more expertise groups or one or more assignees.
●
●
●
●

The call must have a category before you can add assignments.
Each assignment is a task that has to be done by an assignee.
When a category was selected in the call, then all linked tasks will be copied as assignments to the call.
An Assignment could only be Accepted or Finished, when it is not waiting for another assignment.

Field/Button

Description

Call

Shows Call Id and the problem summary of the call.

Summary

Enter the instructions, what the assignee should do for this call. When the assignment was created
automatically, then this field is copied from the name of the task.

Details

Enter the detailed instructions to execute the task. When the assignment was created automatically, then
this field is copied from the details field of the task.

Phase

Select the phase for this assignment. The Phase could be: Investigate, Plan, Build, Test, Implement,
Approve, Start Group or End Group.

Status

Shows the status of the assignment.

Expertise

Select the expertise that should pick up this call. The assignment will be shown in the Tab My Group
Assignments of the assignee, who belongs to the expertise. This field can not be changed, when the
assignment was accepted.

Assigned To

Select the assignee that should pick up this call. The call will be shown in the Tab My Assignments of the
assignee. This field can not be changed, when the assignment was accepted.

Wait for Assignment

Select the assignment which should be finished before this assignment could be started. When this field is
filled, then this assignment will not be shown in the tab My Assignments or Our Assignments.
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Notification Reminder

Select the notification reminder, which should be executed when the "Planned Start Date" has expired.
When the "Planned Start Date" has expired and this field was filled, then the notification will be executed.
After the notification is executed, this field will be made empty.

Planned Start Date

Select the start date for this task.

Planned End Date

Select the end date for this task.

Estimated Duration

Enter the duration of this assignment. When an assignment was created automatically, then the duration
of the task will be the default.

Total Time Spent

Shows the total time that was spent on an assignment. When you finish the assignment, you can also
enter the time spent, which will be added to this value.

Accepted by

Shows the assignee that has accepted the call.

Accepted Date

Shows the time stamp when the assignee has accepted the call.

Finished by

Shows the assignee that has finished the call.

Finished Date

Shows the time stamp when the assignee has finished the call.

Button Details

Click this button, if you want to see the details of the assignment in a popup screen.

Button Call Details

Click this button, if you want to see the details of the call in a popup screen.

Button Accept

Click this button, if you want to accept this assignment. The field Assigned To will be overruled with the
current assignee. When this is the first assignment, which was accepted, then the sub status of the call will
become “Pending Assignments ”.

Button Time Spent

Click this button, if you already have accepted this assignment and want to add the time spent on this
assignment. The time spent will be added to to the Total Time spent.

Button Finished

Click this button, if you are finished with this assignment. You can enter the time spent on this
assignment, which will be added to the total time spent. When this was the last active assignment of the
call and a solution was filled in, then the Status of the call will become solved. If assignments are waiting
for this assignments, then the "Wait for Assignment" field will be made empty and the other assignments
are ready to execute.

Tab

Description

Attachments

List, add, view and remove an attachment to the assignment. See the Add/Modify Attachment function.
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4.1.7 Show Progress
Show all added journals as progress of the call. The progress could be used to log each action, which was done on a call.
●

A user can also add journals as Messages with the Self Service Helpdesk.

Field

Description

Journals

Shows all journals of this call.

Visible to All

When this field was enabled, then the added journal is also visible for the user in the Self Service Helpdesk.

Details

Shows the details of the journal.
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4.1.8 Add Journal/Send Message
Add a new journal to the call, which will be shown in the progress tab. When the Send Email button was used, then an email will be send
to the recipients defined in the journal notification template.
●

A user can see all journals as Messages with the Self Service Helpdesk, unless the Visible to All was disabled.

Field

Description

Email Template

Select the journal notification template to use for sending the mail. (Only visible, when the Send Email
button was used)

Mail To

Enter additional To mail recipients (Only visible, when the Send Email button was used)

Cc

Enter additional Cc mail recipients (Only visible, when the Send Email button was used)

Bcc

Enter additional Bcc mail recipients (Only visible, when the Send Email button was used)

Visible to All

Enable this field, if the added journal should be visible for the user in the Self Service Helpdesk.

Details

Enter the details of the journal.
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4.1.9 Add/Modify Attachment
Attach, delete and view an attached file and modify the description of the attachment to a call.

Field

Description

Filename

Shows the name of the original filename.

Description

Enter the file description of the attached file.

FileNumber

Shows the number of the file in the Upload directory.
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4.1.9 Add/Modify Document Links
Add links to documents(UNC) or via an URL (http) to a call. A linked document could be used to share documents on a share (UNC) or
point to an URL.

Field

Description

Link

Enter the link to the document. Only UNC (\\servername\share\documentpath) or http links are allowed.

Description

Enter the description of the linked document.
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4.2 News
List all defined news items, create a new, modify or remove one. A news item is a message, which could be displayed to the Easy
Manage Admin program and the Self Service Helpdesk to notify the user about an news event.

4.2.1 Maintain News
Create a new or modify the selected news item.

Field

Description

Subject

Enter the subject of the news item.

Valid Until

Enter the date until the news item should be visible.

Date Created

Enter the time stamp of this news item.

Valid

Enable this field, if you want to display this news item.

Details

Enter the details of the news item.
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5. Helpdesk Setup
With the Helpdesk Setup Menu, you can maintain all basic components, which will be used by the Helpdesk processes.
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5.1 Known Solutions
List all Known Solutions, create a new one, modify or delete one. A Known Solution describes how a problem could be solved.
●
●
●
●

A known solution could be linked to a system script, an application script or an operating system.
A file could be attached to a known solution. This attachment will also be visible in the Self-service Helpdesk.
An ad hoc solution could be promoted to a known solution.
One or more known solutions could be linked to a category. When the category is selected in a call with a Service Request or an
Incident call type, then the known solutions will be added as solutions to that call.

5.1.1 Maintain Known Solution
Create a new one, show or modify the selected solution and you will see for which calls this solution is used.

Field

Description

Problem Summary

Enter the unique problem summary of the known solution.

Problem Details

Enter the problem details of the known solution.

Search Keywords

Enter the keywords, which could be used by the Self Service Helpdesk to find a solution.

Type

Select the Known Solution type. The type could be Standard, Workaround or Draft.

Solution Summary

Enter the summary of this solution to solve the problem.

Solution Details

Enter the details of the solution to solve the problem.

Ranking

Shows the number of successful used solution to the problem
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Tab

Description

Attachments

List, show, add or remove attachments to this solution.

Categories

List, show, add or remove categories to this known solution. This known solution will be linked to a call
as possible solution, when the category was selected in a call.

Application Scripts

List, show, add or remove application scripts to this solution.

Calls

List and show all related calls, where this solution is used.

Operating Systems

List, show, add or remove operating systems to this solution.

System Scripts

List, show, add or remove system scripts to this solution.
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5.2 Root causes
List all defined Root causes, create a new, modify or delete one. A root cause is a definition to categorize a solution of a call.

5.2.1 Maintain Root cause
Create a new or modify the selected root cause and see in which calls it was used.

Field

Description

Name

Enter the unique name of the root cause.

Use for Incident

Enable this field, if this root cause can be used for an incident.

Use for Change

Enable this field, if this root cause can be used for a change.

Use for Problem

Enable this field, if this root cause can be used for a problem.

Use for Service Request

Enable this field, if this root cause can be used for a service request.

Use for Project

Enable this field, if this root cause can be used for a project.

Tab

Description

Calls

List all calls where this root cause is used.
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5.3 Expertise’s
List all expertises, create a new one, modify or delete one. An expertise is a group of assignees, which could execute some specific tasks
and will be used to route a call (via an assignment).
●
●
●

●

An expertise could be added or removed to a service to see if you have enough expertise to execute the service.
You can add and remove assignees as member of an expertise.
You can create tasks for an expertise, which results in assignments, when the task was added to the category which was
selected in a call.
The assignee in an expertise, who logs on in Easy Manage, could work on all calls which where assigned to that expertise group.

The Relations:
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5.3.1 Maintain Expertise
Create a new one, show or modify the selected expertise.

Field

Description

Name

Enter the unique name of the expertise.

eMail

Enter the email address of the expertise.

Phone

Enter the phone number of the expertise.

Site

Select the site of the expertise.

Tab

Description

Assignees

List, show, add, change or remove assignees of this expertise. See the Add/Modify Assignee function.

Tasks

List, show, create or delete tasks of this expertise. See the Maintain Task function.

Calls

List and show the calls where this expertise was used.

Services

List and show the services, where this expertise was used.
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5.3.2 Add/Modify Assignee
Add an assignee, show or change the responsibility sequence and skill level of the assignee for this expertise.

Field

Description

Assignee

Shows the full name of the Assignee.

Expertise

Shows the description of the expertise.

Skill

Select the skill level for this expertise.

Sequence

Enter the sequence of responsibility for this expertise.

Notify

Disable this field, if the assignee should not receive a notification when the a notification will be send to all
assignees of the expertise. This field is enabled by default.
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5.3.3 Maintain Task
Create, delete or change a task, which could be executed by this expertise.
●

●
●

A task could be linked to one or more categories. When a category is selected in a call, then all tasks linked to that category
would result in creating assignments. The expertise of a task will be assigned to the assignment and the name of the task is
copied to the summary of the assignment.
A task could not be deleted, when categories are assigned to it.
A file can be attached to a task. This file could be viewed in an assignment.

Field

Description

Expertise

Shows the expertise name. The expertise will be copied to the assignment.

Name

Enter the unique name of the task. The name will be copied to the “Summary” field of the assignment.

Default Phase

Select the Phase of this task. The phase will be copied to the “Phase” field in the assignment.

Estimated Duration

Enter the estimated duration for this task as hh:mm. The duration will be copied to the “Duration” field of
the assignment.

Details

Enter the details of this task. The details will be copied to the “Details” field of the assignment.

Tab

Description

Attachments

List, show, add, view or delete attachments for this task.

Categories

List and show the categories, which will use this task.
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5.4 Notification Templates
List all notification templates, create a new, modify or delete one. A notification template is a frame for an email that could be sent,
when an escalation occurs or the status of a call, a journal or an assignment is changed.
●
●
●
●
●

You can define one or more notification events for one template.
A notification event will be executed when the call was saved and the defined event was happened.
You can use pre-defined substitution variables in all fields where the lookup button is declared.
A substitution value is inserted at the position of the cursor.
The substitutions will be resolved at execution time.

5.4.1 Maintain Notification Template
Create a new or modify the selected Notification Template.

Field/button

Description

Name

Enter the unique name of the Notification Template.

Type

Select the type of the Notification. The type could be: Call, Journal, Assignment or Escalation.

Method

Select the method of this notification. (Only the email is implemented at this time)

To

Enter the recipients (separted with a semicolon) for this notification.

CC

Enter the recipients (separted with a semicolon) for this notification, that should be sent as
Carbon Copy.

BCC

Enter the recipients (separted with a semicolon) for this notification, that should be sent as
Blind Carbon Copy.

From

Enter the mail address of the mailbox from where it was sent.
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Subject

Enter the subject of the message. If you use [{CallId}] in the subject, then a reply of this
message could be added as journal (Progress) to the call with the IMI.

Body Text

Enter the message.

Generic

Enable this filed, if this is a generic template (Default).

Company

Select the company that could use this template as specific template for its Request By user.
This is only possible if this is a non generic template.

Generic Notification Template

Select a generic notification template, that will be used in the notification events to select this
template instead of the generic template. This is only possible if this is a non generic template.

Button Lookup

Use the lookup button to insert the predefined parameters.

Tab

Description

Notification Events

List and show the notification events, which results to send this notification.
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5.5 Notification Events
List all notification events, create a new, modify or delete one. With a notification event you can define which notification has to be send,
when a status of a Call or an Assignment was changed.
●

●
●

A notification event will be executed, when the call was saved and the defined event was happened. It will send a message
based on the linked notification template. When a non generic template was linked to the template, then that template will be
used if the company of the request by user owns this template.
You have to create a notification event for each possible combination of the "From" and "To" state.
An Escalation Template could not be selected for a notification event, because it will be handled with the SLA's.

5.5.1 Maintain Notification Event
Create a new or modify the selected notification event.

Field

Description

Name

Enter the unique name of the notification event.

Notification Template

Select the notification template that should be used, when the “Status From” was changed to the “Status
To”. Only templates of the type Call and Assignment could be selected.

Status From

Select the status from. This is the status of the starting situation. The content of the status depends on the
type of the notification template. If you leave this field empty, than the “Status From” will be the status
when a call or assignment was created.

Status To

Select the status to. This is the status of the saved situation. The content of the status depends on the
type of notification template.
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5.6 Ad hoc Solutions
List all the ad hoc solutions and change it to a known solution. An ad hoc solution could be created for an incident or a service request,
when it was not yet present in the known solutions database. When the given solution was successful, then this solution could be
promoted to a known solution.

5.6.1 Make a Known Solution of an Ad hoc Solution
Promote the selected ad hoc solution to a known solution. See the Add/Modify Known Solutions function.

Field

Description

Call

Shows the related call.

Problem Summary

Shows the problem summary of the call.

Problem Details

Shows the problem details of the call.

Solution Summary

Shows the solution summary of the ad hoc solution in the call.

Solution Details

Shows the solution details of the ad hoc solution in the call.

Status

Shows the status solved.
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5.7 On Hold Reasons
List all defined On Hold reasons, create a new, modify or delete one. An On Hold reason is a definition why a call is put On Hold.

5.7.1 Maintain On Hold Reason
Create a new or modify the selected On Hold reason and see in which calls it was used.

Field

Description

Name

Enter the unique name of the On Hold reason.

Tab

Description

Calls

List all calls where this On Hold reason is used.
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6. Helpdesk SLM
With the Helpdesk SLM Menu, you can maintain all Service Level Management components, which will be used by the Helpdesk
processes.
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6.1 Categories
List all defined categories, create a new one, modify or delete one. A category is a service request, incident, problem, change or project
type related to a service and will be used by the Helpdesk to categorize the calls.
●

●

●

●

A category could have one or more known solutions, which will automatically be copied to the call as solutions when the category
was selected in a call of type incident or service call.
A category could have tasks, which will be used as workflow for the support employee. When the category was selected in a call,
the tasks result in creating automatically assignments.
Property labels could be defined for a category. These are questions that could be used to fine tune the call. When the category
is selected in a call, then the property fields in the call could be filled with the answers of the questions defined as property label.
A service could have one or more categories.

The relations:
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6.1.1 Maintain Category
Create a new, show or modify the selected category.

Field

Description

Name

Enter the unique name of this category.

Code

Enter the code of this category. You can use this code later for reporting purposes.

Service Level Agreement

Select the Service Level Agreement, that should be used for this category.

Default Urgency

Select the default urgency for this category. This value will be used in a call, when this category was
selected.

Default Impact

Select the default impact for this category. This value will be used in a call, when this category was
selected.

Use for Incident

Enable this field, if this category can be used for an incident.

Use for Change

Enable this field, if this category can be used for a change.

Use for Problem

Enable this field, if this category can be used for a problem.

Use for Service Request

Enable this field, if this category can be used for a service request.

Use for Project

Enable this field, if this category can be used for a project.

Tab

Description

Property Labels

Show and modify the Questions which could be asked in the proprties tab of a call, when this category
was selected. When you define a question as mandatory, then the answer have to be filled in for all
calls where this category is used.

Tasks

List, show, add and remove tasks to and from this category.
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Known Solutions

List, show, add and remove known solutions to and from this category. When this category is selected
in a call of type incident or service call, then all known solutions will be added as solutions to the call.

Calls

List and show the related calls for this category.

Services

List, show, add and remove services to and from this category.
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6.1.2 Add/Modify Task
Add and modify tasks to the selected category. When this category is selected in a call, then all selected tasks will be created as
assignment to the expertise group where this task was defined.
●
●
●

The sequence of the tasks could be given.
A task could be defined as serial task, when the waiting for task is filled.
BE AWARE: There is NO CHECK if there is a dead lock.

Field

Description

Category

Shows the name of the category.

Task

Shows the task to use.

Wait for Task

Select the task that should be finished before this task can start.
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6.2 Contracts
List all contracts, create a new one, modify or delete one. A contract will be used to register which services of a supplier are delivered to
a customer.
●
●

A supplier offers services to a customer.
A contract is an agreement about a set of services between a customer and a supplier.

The relations:
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6.2.1 Maintain Contract
Create a new one, show or modify the selected contract.

Field

Description

Name

Enter the unique name of the contract.

Description Enter a description for this contract.
Start Date

Select the start date of this contract.

Supplier

Select the supplier of this contract.

Customer

Select the customer of this contract.

Duration

Enter the duration in days of this contract.

Tab

Description

Services

List, show, add or remove services to or from this contract. You can only add services of the selected
supplier.

Attachments

List, show, add or remove attachments to or from this contract.
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6.3 Services
List all services, create a new one, modify or delete one. A service is a group of categories, which a supplier could offer to a customer
within a service window. So you can define all services of a supplier and put them in a contract.
●
●
●
●

A service could
A service could
A service could
You can add or

be added or removed to a contract.
have one or more categories. A category will be used by the Helpdesk to categorize the call.
be valid for different kind of objects in your ICT infrastructure.
remove expertises to a service to administrate if you could execute the service.

The relations:
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6.3.1 Maintain Service
Create a new one, show or modify the selected service.

Field

Description

Name

Enter the unique name of the service.

Supplier

Select the supplier of this service.

Quota (minutes)

Enter the quota in minutes of this service.

Exclusive

Enable this field, if the cost of this service is based on usage.

Fixed Price

Enable this field, if the cost of this service is calculated for a whole year.

Tariff

Enter the tariff for the use of this service.

Generic

Enable this field, when this service is generic to all selected objects. If this field is disabled, you can add
specific objects to the service.

Service Window

Enter the service window days and times for this service.

Tab

Description

Categories

List, show, add and remove the categories, which will be handled by this service.

Expertises

List, show, add and remove expertises to this service.

Contracts

List, show, add or remove the contracts where this service is valid.

Attachments

List, show, add or remove attachments to or from this service.

Serviced Types

List, show, add and remove the serviced types, which are valid for this service. If this table is empty, then
the service could be selected in a call for all serviced types.
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Configurations

List, add or remove the specific configurations for which this service is valid. This tab will become visible
when a serviced type with class Configuration was added.

System Scripts

List, add or remove the specific system scripts for which this service is valid. This tab will become visible
when a serviced type with class system script was added.

Operating Systems

List, add or remove the specific operating systems for which this service is valid. This tab will become
visible when a serviced type with class operating system was added.

Calls

List and show all calls related to this service.
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6.4 SLA's
List all Service Level Agreements, create a new one, modify or delete one. A Service Level Agreement describes when a call with a
particular category and priority should be solved and which notification should be sent when the deadline will be reached in a certain
time.
●
●

●

A Service Level Agreement could be linked to one or more categories.
You can define for each priority a resolution time, two escalation moments other then overdue and you can define for each
notification the template to be used.
You can add a list of users that have to be notified when a certain moment was reached.
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6.4.1 Maintain SLA
Create a new one, show or modify the selected Service Level Agreement.

Field

Description

Name

Enter the unique name of the Service Level Agreement

Priority x Resolution time (h:mm)

Enter the resolution time in minutes for each priority when the call should be solved.

Priority x Escalation 1 (%)

Enter when the first notification should be sent.

Priority x Escalation 2 (%)

Enter when the second notification should be sent.

Overdue

This shows the value when the overdue status is reached (Always 100%) and a notification
should be sent.

Notification Template

Select the notification template for each priority and escalation moment, that should be used
to sent the notification to the Users to Notify.

Tab

Description

Categories

List, show, add and remove the categories, which use this SLA.

Users to Notify

List, show, add and remove users to this SLA, which should be notified when an escalation
moment is reached.

Attachments

List, show, add or remove attachments to or from this service.
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6.4.2 Maintain Users To Notify
List, add, remove and modify users to the selected SLA.
●

You can define the notifications per escalation for each user individualy

Field

Description

User

Shows the name of the user.

Notify Priority x Escalation y

Enable the field for which moments the user have to be notified
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7. Setup the Helpdesk
You need a license to use the helpdesk module.
Use the following steps to setup the helpdesk:
Step 1. Define the Assignees
Only assignees can work with the helpdesk module. So first you have to define which users have to be an assignee.
Units->Users->Select the user that has to become an assignee->Open->Tab Easy Manage
Change the Type to “Assignee”
Select the root unit for the assignee to manage. An Assignee can only work on calls of users in the managed unit or child units.
Step 2. Define the Expertises, add the assignees and specify the tasks
An expertise is a group of assignees, which could execute some specific tasks.
Create at least one Expertise “First line support” and add all assignees to it, which could handle the first line helpdesk.
Helpdesk Setup->Expertises->New/Open-Tab Assignees
The following example of an expertise could be: “Windows Server Management”
Add the following tasks to this expertise:
“Add User to the Active directory”
“Set the Quota to the User”
“Remove User from the Active directory”
etc.
Step 3. Define the Services
A service is a group of categories, what a supplier could offer to a customer within a certain service window.
Create at least one Service “Helpdesk” and define the time when it is open.
The next services to create could be:
“Windows Server Management”
“User Management”
“Application Management”
Step 4. Define the categories, add them to a service and assign the tasks to it.
Create at least the following categories for this service “Helpdesk”:
“Hardware”, “Software” and “Other”. Use this Service and these categories to classify the calls. (The product category and component
will also classify a call).
Step 5. Define the Notification Templates
Notifications are used to send emails to a customer or assignee, when a notification event occurs. First you have to define the templates
that will be used for notification. You can define templates for Calls, Assignments, Journals and Escalations.
Helpdesk Setup->Notification Templates->New/Open.
Step 6. Define the Notification Events
With the notification events you can define which notification template has to be used for which event.
Helpdesk Setup->Notification Events->New/Open.
Step 7. Define the Known Solutions
Known Solutions are used to solve known problems.
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